Sheriff’s Detectives Investigating Death Of A Child - Updated

On April 10, 2010, at about 7am, Sheriff’s Deputies were called to 3501 Shoreline Drive concerning a missing child. The 5 year-old child had been missing since 5:30am, according to a caretaker who said they had been looking for the child before calling the Sheriff’s Office.

Deputies checked the area and were preparing to send an emergency broadcast to the neighborhood when a person reported finding a child near the intersection of Wellsport Drive and Wellsport Cove lying in the grass, at about 10:15am. The child, identified as, Julian Soliz, Date of Birth 8-9-2004, was deceased. Deputies verified that it was the same child that was missing and contacted Sheriff’s Detectives.

Detectives are now conducting interviews, collecting evidence and working with the Medical Examiner’s Office. The autopsy report has not been completed and, while detectives are investigating this case as a homicide, details concerning the cause of death are not being released.

Detectives are asking the public for any information concerning Julian over the last few weeks. Anyone with information should call Detective Paul Salo, at 512-854-3245, or Crime Stoppers at 472-TIPS (8477).
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